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By Daniel Runde and Arianna Kohan

Introduction

Brazil and the United States have enjoyed a strong, longstanding diplomatic relationship that presently includes cooperation on issues such as trade and investment, security, defense technology, space exploration, 5G infrastructure, the environment, and education. However, the current level of exchange in these areas does not accurately reflect the strategic importance of the relationship for the two largest democracies and economies in the Western Hemisphere. Brazil and the United States need an institution on the scale and impact of the German Marshall Fund of the United States (GMF) or the Luso-American Development Foundation (FLAD) to deepen, catalyze, and sustain strategic partnerships among their civil societies, public sectors, and private sectors. The creation of a binational institution to advance the Brazil–U.S. relationship would demonstrate each country’s importance to the other and allow for additional avenues of cooperation and collaboration beyond those already established. Moreover, the Brazil–U.S. binational institution would be the first entity to cover such themes as sustainable development, entrepreneurship and innovation, social business, impact investing, and corporate social investment as part of its strategic focus to promote economic growth, create jobs, and encourage sustainable development for both countries.

The creation of a binational organization would advance and institutionalize the Brazil–U.S. relationship by promoting innovative ways of thinking and inviting a new, collaborative, and transformational approach to partnership development.

A binational institution for Brazil and the United States would foster stronger ties at the micro and macro levels, from local organizations and primary schools to universities and federal governments. The exchange of expertise and best practices in various areas—including academia, philanthropic organizations, and civil society—would be invaluable in furthering effective economic development and increasing each population’s knowledge in relevant sectors. Additionally, as two regional powerhouses, Brazil and the United States have a unique ability to effect policies and implement programs that have national, regional, and global impacts. Such an institution would reinforce diplomatic ties between the two countries, allowing for stronger positioning on regional issues.

A state-of-the-art binational organization, created in partnership with both the Brazilian and U.S. governments and their philanthropic and private sectors, would deepen the two countries’ relationship and foster a more collaborative and fruitful association. It would aim to deliver value-added results to its members and partners by working with local communities who have expertise and knowledge of the region and tapping into new areas such as the bioeconomy and sustainable development to create jobs and modernize the work being done by both countries. Such an institution would offer opportunities for universities, investment firms, private-sector entities, and local organizations in Brazil and the United States to co-create, co-design, and co-invest in common identified programs and projects while inventing creative solutions for each country’s main development challenges.

This brief will provide an overview of the Brazil–U.S. relationship, identifying areas of current bilateral cooperation. It will then justify the need for a binational institution and highlight examples of similar organizations. The authors will outline what such an institution would look like, examining possible areas of collaboration, governance and leadership structures, and fundraising strategies.

To read the rest of this brief, click here.
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IN CASE YOU MISSED IT

Jan 28 An Alliance for Prosperity 2.0, Daniel Runde, Linnea Sandin, Elena Mendez Leal, and Laura Guerra discuss how an effective strategy in the Northern Triangle from the Biden administration can boost economic resiliency, stem migration to the United States, mitigate the impact of organized crime, and enhance citizen security.

Jan 21 Toward a Brazil-U.S. Binational Institution, Daniel Runde and Arianna Kohan assess the need for advancing and institutionalizing the Brazil-U.S. relationship through the creation of a binational organization.

Jan 4 Taiwan’s Potential to Strengthen Creative Economy Sectors in the Americas, Daniel Runde, Margarita R. Seminario, and Margaret Thompson reflect on the potential for the creative economy post-Covid-19 in France, the United States, and Colombia.

Dec 16 Opportunities in Latin America for the Biden-Harris Administration, members of the Argentina-U.S. Strategic Forum heard from Ambassador Earl Anthony Wayne, Kimberly Breier, and Ambassador William Brownfield on the incoming Biden-Harris Administration’s foreign policy agenda and how the Administration’s priorities would affect Argentina.

35 West

The CSIS Americas Program podcast looks at the politics and policies of the 35 countries in the Western Hemisphere. It especially focuses on U.S. engagement with the region, whether on trade, diplomacy, or security issues like drugs and terrorism.

RECENT EPISODES

The Biden-Harris Agenda for Latin America: What Can We Expect?
with Ambassador William Brownfield

Forced Labor and Environmental Degradation in the Mining Industry
with Pilar Velázquez
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